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"Train Beyond"

BSI STUDY CENTRE
A fundamental element of a student’s
development is their school education. The
BSI Study Centre provides students with
personalised,

high-quality

and

flexible

education solutions. We use a blended
approach to learning using an international
curriculum, which is offered in a structured
and disciplined environment. Each student
develops their own flexible, individualised
work plan designed to meet their sporting
schedule

and

personal

development

pathway. Students are encouraged to take
personal

responsibility

for

their

own

development, and are fully supervised and
supported by qualified tutors who aid their
learning.
Our model of learning is ideally suited for
youth athletes as it allows time for sports
training and a full schedule of competition

OUR PURPOSE
“To provide an environment of excellence that encourages the development of each and every
student to his or her full potential - in sports performance, education, personal development ,and in
preparation for life. To be a hotbed of talent development. To train and produce champions. To
develop leaders and positive contributors to society.”
We build future sports leaders by challenging our students to learn, grow and champion the
attributes that will enable them to be the best that they can be. Our campus environment
enhances key attitude characteristics such as responsibility, work ethic, perseverance, openness
to learning and failing forward. Our graduates can take on all life’s challenges with confidence
and preparedness.
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Our students either get ahead of

their work plans before key tournaments,
catch up afterwards or take their books
with them. Traditional schooling simply
does not allow for this flexibility.
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CURRICULUM OFFERING
The BSI Study Centre offers academic management and a
student-led classroom environment. We support the
Cambridge International Education curriculum through
service providers Learning.Support, and BIDC (for
overseas students requiring South African study visas).
Parents contract directly with their chosen academic
provider on behalf of their child, supported and guided
by BSI as required.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
The BSI Study Centre plays a supportive role for
parents of sporting students.
We provide an
environment
where
student-athletes
have
an
appropriate balance of supervised self-study and
targeted subject tuition assisted by specialist tutors.
As with mainstream schooling, students are required
to spend additional time learning at home in the
evening.
We offer this service from Monday to Friday (07:30–
13:00) following a four-cycle yearly calendar. This
flexible approach enables students to follow a full
competitive schedule without the concern of falling
behind academically; they work at their own pace
based on a personal work plan.

THE BSI DIFFERENCE
BSI adopts cutting-edge techniques and the latest best practice from around the world to promote maximum learning
within shorter study periods. The day starts with an energizing session, designed by our Sports Science Department, to
prepare the students in body and mind for the morning of study. In previous generations the walk to school and playing
games before class would achieve this. This session also enhances physical literacy, an essential base for any athlete. In a
modern world where students are all driven to school and spend more time on electronic devices than outdoor play, it is
no wonder that attention in class is at an all time low. At BSI have found natural ways to improve focus and
concentration. The students are also taught breathing techniques adopted by elite athletes and military squads to bring
about a state of alert calmness for optimum focus and performance. Study sessions are kept to short periods followed by
regular breaks where the students are able to re-energise, refuel and get some fresh air in the beautiful surrounds of
Huddle Park. In line with our philosophy of whole-person development, the students undergo a comprehensive life-skills
program, with weekly sessions designed to assist in personal and character development. Students have access to our
on-site fitness centre as part of the Study Centre fees. They can also make use of our resident strength and conditioning
trainer and mental coach for private sessions at additional cost.

WHO SHOULD APPLY?
Elite youth athletes in any sport, who
would benefit from an academic program
that allows more time to practice and
compete in their chosen sport. For many
student-athletes around the world this has
meant moving away from mainstream
education

and

curricula

and

utilising

distance learning methods.
The BSI Study Centre is a compulsory
element of BSI’s full-time Golf and Football
Academies.

BSI BOARDING HOUSE
BSI boarding house is a home away from home, located just 6km from the Study Centre in the leafy suburb of Eastleigh Ridge, close to
Greenstone Mall. The theme of the house is sport and health, with activities such as swimming, table tennis, Foosball, darts and more to keep
the boarders occupied. A communal TV room provides all of the sports events from around the world. Single and shared rooms, as well as
transport and meal options are available.
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